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As part of the ongoing Illinois Digital Library Initiative are expected to worsen as the amount of online informa-
project, this research proposes an intelligent agent ap- tion increases. This is mainly due to the problems of
proach to Web searching. In this experiment, we devel- information overload and vocabulary differences (Chen,
oped two Web personal spiders based on best first

1994; Furnas, Landauer, Gomez, & Dumais, 1987).search and genetic algorithm techniques, respectively.
Many researchers consider that devising a scalable ap-These personal spiders can dynamically take a user’s

selected starting homepages and search for the most proach to Web search is critical to the success of Internet
closely related homepages in the Web, based on the and Intranet services, and other current and future Na-
links and keyword indexing. A graphical, dynamic, Java- tional Information Infrastructure (NII) applicationsbased interface was developed and is available for Web

(Chen & Schatz, 1994; Schatz & Chen, 1996).access. A system architecture for implementing such an
The main information retrieval mechanisms providedagent-based spider is presented, followed by detailed

discussions of benchmark testing and user evaluation by the prevailing Internet WWW-based software are
results. In benchmark testing, although the genetic algo- based on either keyword search (e.g., Lycos, Alta Vista,
rithm spider did not outperform the best first search spi- and Yahoo servers) or hypertext browsing (e.g., NCSAder, we found both results to be comparable and com-

Mosaic, Netscape Navigator, and Microsoft Internet Ex-plementary. In user evaluation, the genetic algorithm spi-
plorer) . Keyword search often results in low precision,der obtained significantly higher recall value than that

of the best first search spider. However, their precision poor recall, and slow response time because of the limita-
values were not statistically different. The mutation pro- tions of indexing and communication methods (band-
cess introduced in genetic algorithm allows users to find

width) , controlled language-based interfaces (the vocab-other potential relevant homepages that cannot be ex-
ulary problem), and the inability of searchers themselvesplored via a conventional local search process. In addi-

tion, we found the Java-based interface to be a neces- to fully articulate their needs. Furthermore, browsing
sary component for design of a truly interactive and dy- allows users to explore only a very small portion of the
namic Web agent. large Web information space. An extensive information

space accessed through hypertext-like browsing can also
potentially confuse and disorient its user, the ‘‘embedded1. Introduction
digression problem,’’ and it can cause the user to spend

Although network protocols and software such as a great deal of time while learning nothing specific, the
HTTP and Netscape support significantly easy importa-

‘‘art museum phenomenon’’ (Carmel, Crawford, & Chen,
tion and fetching of online information sources, their use

1992, p. 865).
is accompanied by the disadvantage of the users’ not

Our proposed approach, which is grounded on auto-being able to explore and find what they want in an enor-
matic textual analysis of Web documents and general-mous information space (Berners-Lee, Cailliau, Luoto-
purpose search algorithms, aims to address the Webmen, Nielsen, & Secret, 1994; Bowman, Danzig,
search problem by creating dynamic and ‘‘intelligent’’Manber, & Schwartz, 1994; Schatz, Bishop, Mischo, &
personal spiders (agents) that take users’ requests andHardin, 1994). While Internet services are popular and
perform real-time, customized searches. In particular, bestappealing to many online users, difficulties with search
first search was adopted for a local search personal spider
and a genetic algorithm was used to develop a global,

q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. stochastic personal spider. Such personal spiders (agents)
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j Goal-oriented: The agent must determine how andcould dynamically take users’ selected starting home-
when to achieve a goal.pages and search for the most closely related homepages

j Cooperative: The agent must collaborate with the user.in the Web, based on links and keyword indexing. Exten-
j Customized: The agent must adapt to different users.sive algorithmic revisions and interface development

based on Java have been performed. This article summa-
In summary, an intelligent agent must be capable ofrizes our current research effort.

autonomous, customized, goal-oriented behavior in some
environment that acts as a personal assistant to the user.
In our research, our goal is to create intelligent agents2. Literature Review: Intelligent Agents, Machine
that perform customized, dynamic search (informationLearning, and Web Spiders
retrieval) and textual analysis in the World Wide Web

Our research is based on an intelligent agent approach environment for any user. In order to allow our agents to
to Internet /Intranet searching and relies significantly on be goal-oriented, cooperative, and customized, we have
machine learning algorithms. Although the system archi- adopted a machine learning approach based on our previ-
tecture for such an agent is non-trivial, we intentionally ous work in textual analysis.
designed the spider to be compact, dynamic, and
friendly—a ‘‘smart itsy bitsy spider.’’

2.2. Machine Learning

Several machine learning paradigms have been adopted
2.1. Intelligent Agents

recently for information retrieval and textual analysis, in
particular, neural network, symbolic learning, and geneticBroadly defined, an ‘‘agent’’ is a program that can
algorithms (Chen, 1995).operate autonomously and accomplish unique tasks with-

out direct human supervision (similar to human counter-
• Neural networks. Neural networks model com-parts such as real estate agents, travel agents, etc.) . The

putation in terms of complex topologies (neurons andbasic idea of agent research is to develop software sys-
synapses) and statistics-based error correction (learning)tems which engage and help all types of end users
algorithms. Neural networks computing fits well with(Riecken, 1994). Such agents might act as ‘‘spiders’’ on
conventional retrieval models such as the vector spacethe Web and look for relevant information (Etzioni &
model (Salton, 1989) and the probabilistic model (MaronWeld, 1994), schedule meetings on behalf of executives
& Kuhns, 1960). Doszkocs, Reggia, and Lin (1990) pro-based on their constraints, filter newsgroup articles based
vided an excellent overview of the use of connectioniston ‘‘induced’’ (or learned) users’ profiles (Maes, 1994),
models in information retrieval. These models includeor assist meeting facilitators in converging ideas (Chen,
several related information processing approaches, suchHouston, Yen, & Nunamaker, 1996). Many researchers
as artificial neural networks, spreading activation models,have focused on developing scripting and interfacing lan-
associative networks, and parallel distributed processing.guages for designers and users such that they can create
The work of Belew probably was the earliest connec-mobile agents of their own (Waldrop, 1994). Some re-
tionist model adopted in IR. In AIR (Belew, 1989), hesearchers attempt to address the question of how agents
developed a three-layer neural network of authors, indexshould interact with each other to conduct digital team-
terms, and documents. The system used relevance feed-work. Other researchers are more concerned about design-
back from its users to change its representation of authors,ing agents which are ‘‘intelligent’’ (Riecken, 1994).
index terms, and documents over time. The result was aAgent research is new and broad; it includes research in
representation of the consensual meaning of keywordsdifferent software engineering fields such as interface de-
and documents shared by some group of users. Kwoksign, communication and coordination, adaptation and
(1989) developed a similar three-layer network of que-learning algorithms, etc. Various researchers have adopted
ries, index terms, and documents. A modified Hebbiandifferent names, such as autonomous agents, adaptive inter-
learning rule was used to reformulate probabilistic infor-faces, intelligent interfaces, knowbots, and intelligent
mation retrieval. However, representing all authors, indexagents.
terms, and documents for a large-scale database applica-However, many researchers believe that to be called
tion could pose severe difficulties, both in representations‘‘intelligent,’’ an agent must satisfy several interrelated
and in computation (especially for a real-time, interactivecriteria. Weld summarizes five attributes (Weld, 1995),
relevance-feedback process) .which we believe capture the essence of an intelligent

Lin, Soergel, & Marchionini (1991) adopted a Koho-agent:
nen network for information retrieval. Kohonen’s feature
map, which produced a two-dimensional grid representa-

j Integrated: The agent must support an understandable,
tion for N-dimensional features, was applied to constructconsistent interface.
a self-organizing (unsupervised learning), visual repre-j Expressive: The agent must accept requests in different

modalities. sentation of the semantic relationships between input doc-
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uments. In MacLeod and Robertson (1991), a neural al- most important concepts expressed in those queries. The
goal was for these hierarchies to provide valuable inputgorithm developed by MacLeod was used for document

clustering. The algorithm compared favorably with con- for dynamically modifying the physical and logical de-
signs of a database. Also related to database design, Bor-ventional hierarchical clustering algorithms. Chen et al.

(Chen & Lynch, 1992; Chen, Lynch, Basu, & Ng, 1993; gida and Williamson (1985) proposed the use of machine
learning to represent exceptions in databases that areChen & Ng, 1995) reported a series of experiments and

system developments which generated an automatically- based on semantic data models. Li and McLeod (1989)
used machine learning techniques to handle object flavorcreated weighted network of keywords from large textual

databases and integrated it with several existing man- evolution in object-oriented databases.
made thesauri (e.g., LCSH). Instead of using a three-
layer design, Chen’s systems developed a single-layer, • Genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are a

class of general purpose search methods that feature ainterconnected, weighted/labeled network of keywords
(concepts) for ‘‘concept-based’’ information retrieval. A stochastic, global search process. Based on principles of

evolution and heredity, genetic algorithms strike a re-blackboard-based design which supported browsing and
automatic concept exploration using the Hopfield neural markable balance between exploration and exploitation

of the search space (Michalewicz, 1992). Genetic algo-network’s parallel relaxation method was adopted to facil-
itate the usage of several thesauri (Chen et al., 1993). rithms are often compared with other conventional serial

search methods, such as depth first search, breadth first
search, best first search, hill climbing, branch and bound,• Symbolic learning. Symbolic learning algo-

rithms, rooted in traditional artificial intelligence research, and A* (Pearl, 1984).
Our literature search revealed several recent imple-are mostly based on production rule and decision tree

knowledge representations. In Blosseville, Hebrail, Mon- mentations of genetic algorithms in information retrieval.
Gordon (1988) presented a genetic algorithms-based ap-teil, and Penot (1992), the researchers used discriminant

analysis and a simple symbolic learning technique for proach for document indexing. Competing document de-
scriptions (keywords) were associated with a documentautomatic text classification. Their symbolic learning pro-

cess represented the numeric classification results in terms and altered over time by using genetic mutation and cross-
over operators. In his design, a keyword represented aof IF-THEN rules. Fuhr et al. (1990) adopted regression

methods and ID3 for their feature-based automatic in- gene (a bit pattern) , a document’s list of keywords repre-
sented individuals (a bit string), and a collection of docu-dexing technique. Crawford, Fung, and their coworkers

(Crawford, Fung, Appelbaum, & Tong, 1991; Craw- ments initially judged relevant by a user represented the
initial population. Based on a Jaccard’s score matchingford & Fung, 1992; Fung & Crawford, 1990) have devel-

oped a probabilistic induction technique called CON- function (fitness measure) , the initial population evolved
through generations and eventually converged to an opti-STRUCTOR and have compared it with the popular

CART algorithm (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, & Stone, mal (improved) population—a set of keywords which
best described the documents. Gordon (1991) adopted a1984). Their experiment showed that CONSTRUCTOR’s

output is more interpretable than that produced by CART, similar approach to document clustering. His experiment
showed that after genetically altering the subject descrip-but CART can be applied to more situations (e.g., real-

valued training sets) . Chen and She (1994) adopted ID3 tion of documents, descriptions of documents found co-
relevant to a set of queries bunched together.and the incremental ID5R algorithm for information re-

trieval. Both algorithms were able to use user-supplied Raghavan and Agarwal (1987) also studied genetic
algorithms in connection with document clustering. Petry,samples of desired documents to construct decision trees

of important keywords which could represent the users’ Buckles, Prabhu, and Kraft (1993) applied genetic pro-
gramming to a weighted information retrieval system. Inqueries.

Recent work in logical and physical database design their research, a weighted Boolean query was modified
in order to improve recall and precision. They found thatand analysis for relational and object-oriented database

management systems (DBMS) applications adopted simi- the form of the fitness function had a significant effect
upon performance. Yang and his coworkers (Yang &lar symbolic learning techniques. Cai et al. (Cai, Cer-

cone, & Han, 1991; Han, Cai, & Cercone, 1993) devel- Korfhage, 1993; Yang, Korfhage, & Rasmussen, 1993)
have developed adaptive retrieval methods based on ge-oped an attribute-oriented, tree-ascending method for ex-

tracting characteristics and classification rules from netic algorithms and the vector space model using rele-
vance feedback. They reported the effect of adopting ge-relational databases. The technique relied on some ex-

isting conceptual tree for identifying higher-level, abstract netic algorithms in large databases, the impact of genetic
operators, and GA’s parallel searching capability. Friederconcepts in the attributes. Ioannidis, Saulys, and Whitsitt

(1992) examined the idea of incorporating symbolic ma- and Siegelmann (1991) also reported a data placement
strategy for parallel information retrieval systems usingchine learning algorithms (UNIMEM and COBWEB)

into a database system for monitoring the stream of in- a genetic algorithms approach. Their results compared
favorably with pseudo-optimal document allocations.coming queries and generating hierarchies containing the
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Chen and Kim (1994–1995) reported a GA-neural-net- texts of the user’s query. However, problems with local
search and the communication bottleneck persist.work hybrid system for information retrieval, called

GANNET. The system performed concept optimization Due to the proliferation of WWW sites, many newer
spiders having different functionalities recently have beenfor user-selected documents using genetic algorithms. It

then used the optimized concepts to perform concept ex- developed. The TkWWW robot was developed by Spetka
and funded by the Air Force Rome Laboratory (Spetka,ploration in a large network of related concepts through

the Hopfield net parallel relaxation procedure. A Jaccard’s 1994). TkWWW robots are dispatched from the TkWWW
browser and are designed to search Web neighborhoodsscore was also adopted to compute the ‘‘fitness’’ of sub-

ject descriptions for information retrieval. to find logically related homepages and return a list of
‘‘hot’’ links. However, their search process is limitedBased on our experience in adopting machine learning

in textual analysis and observation of the dynamic and to one or two local links from the original homepages.
TkWWW robots can also be run in the background tocomplex nature of the Web, which essentially is a large

and evolving directed graph of connected nodes (home- build HTML indexes, compile WWW statistics, collect a
portfolio of pictures, or perform any other functions thatpages) , genetic algorithms appear to be well suited for

such a complex search task. can be described by TkWWW Tcl extensions. WebAnts,
developed by Leavitt at Carnegie Mellon University, in-
vestigates the distribution of information collection tasks
to a number of cooperating agents (ants) . The goal of2.3. Web Spiders
WebAnts is to create cooperating agents that share search-

Internet and Intranet searching has been one of the ing results and the indexing load without repeating each
hottest topics at recent World Wide Web Conferences. other’s effort. The RBSE (Respository Based Software
Two major approaches have been developed and experi- Engineering) spider was developed by Eichmann and
mented with: One is the client-based search spider funded by NASA. RBSE spider was the first spider to
(agent) , and the other is online database indexing and index documents by content. It uses the Mite program to
searching. Most systems employ conventional serial fetch documents and uses four local search mechanisms:
search methods such as: Depth first search, breadth first (1) Breadth first search from a given URL, (2) limited
search, and best first search. However, some systems con- depth first search from a given URL, (3) breadth first
tain components of both approaches. search from unvisited URLs in the database, and (4) lim-

ited depth first search from unvisited URLs in the data-
base. (For a complete review of other similar Web spi-• Client-based search spiders (agents). Sev-

eral Web software programs based on the concept of spi- ders/agents, readers are referred to Cheong, 1996.)
ders, agents, or softbots (software robots) have been de-
veloped. TueMosaic and the WebCrawler are two promi- • Online database indexing and searching. An

alternative approach to Web resource discovery is basednent early examples. Both of them use variations of
conventional best first ( local) search strategies (Pearl, on the database concept of indexing and keyword search-

ing. Such systems collect complete or partial Web docu-1984). DeBra and Post (1994) reported tueMosaic v2.42,
modified at the Eindhoven University of Technology ments using mostly breadth first search spiders and store

all fetched homepages on the host server. These docu-(TUE) using the ‘‘fish search’’ algorithm, at the First
WWW Conference in Geneva. Using tueMosaic, users ments are then keyword indexed on the host server to

provide a searchable interface. Most popular Web data-can enter keywords, specify the depth and width of search
for links contained in the current homepages displayed, bases such as Lycos, Alta Vista, and Yahoo are based on

such a design.and request the spider agent to fetch homepages con-
nected to the current homepage. The fish search algorithm Lycos, developed at CMU (Mauldin & Leavitt, 1994),

uses a combination of spider fetching and simple owner-is a modified best first search method. However, poten-
tially relevant homepages that do not connect with the registration. Web servers can access the Lycos server and

complete registration in a few simple steps. In addition,currently active homepages cannot be retrieved, and,
when the depth and breadth of search become large (an Lycos uses spiders based on the connections to the regis-

tered homepages to identify other un-registered home-exponential search), the search space becomes enormous.
The inefficiency and local search characteristics of BFS/ pages. With this suite of techniques, Lycos has acquired

an impressive list of URLs on the Web. Lycos adoptedDFS-based spiders and the communication bandwidth
bottleneck on the Web severely constrained the usefulness a heuristics-based indexing approach for these homepages

that indexes them based on title, headings and subhead-of such a local search approach. At the Second WWW
Conference, Pinkerton (1994) reported a more efficient ings, 100 most important words, first 20 lines, size in

bytes, and number of words. However, Lycos’s successspider (crawler) . The WebCrawler extends the tueMosa-
ic’s concept to initiate the search using its index and to also illustrates the vulnerability of the approach and the

daunting task of creating ‘‘intelligent’’ and efficient Webfollow links in an intelligent order. WebCrawler evaluates
the relevance of a link based on its similarity to the anchor search engines. Its popularity has caused a severe degra-
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dation of information access performance, due to the com- ever, the genetic algorithm spider was more efficient and
flexible.) For homepage fetching, Lynx and HtmlGobble,munication bottleneck and the task of finding selected

documents in an all-in-one database of Web homepages. two freeware HTTP programs were implemented initially.
After extensive experimentation, we decided to developAlta Vista, developed at Digital’s Research Labora-

tories in Palo Alto, combines a fast Web crawler with our own compact and efficient homepage fetcher in C.
scalable indexing software to build a large index of the
Web. It was made public on December 15, 1995 and has

3.1. Requests and Control Parameters
quickly become one of the most comprehensive search-
able databases on the Web. It also provides a full-text Users submit their search requests by providing several

starting URLs and a few desired search keywords. Theindex that is updated in real-time for over 13,000 news
groups. Although based on similar local search spider agents then perform searches from the staring URLs and

find new homepages that match the starting URLs andalgorithms, the Alta Vista server has been successful due
to its superior hardware platforms and high-end commu- keywords. In addition, a user can limit the number of

URLs returned, the search time for each new homepage,nication bandwidth.
Instead of taking the all-in-one database approach and exercise other search engine parameters (e.g., cross-

over and mutation rates, to be discussed later) . As aadopted by Lycos and Alta Vista, the Yahoo server repre-
sents an attempt to partition the Web information space customized, cooperative agent, most parameters can be

changed during an active search process to affect searchto provide meaningful subject categories (e.g., science,
entertainment, engineering, etc.) . However, its manually- results, making the agent a truly dynamic Web search

assistant.created subject categories are limited in their granularity,
and the process of creating such categories is cumbersome
and time-consuming. The demand to create up-to-date

3.2. Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Client-Server
and fine-grained subject categories, and the requirement
that an owner place a homepage under a proper subject The Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides a link

between the submitted task and control parameters andcategory has significantly hampered Yahoo’s success and
popularity. the search engine. It includes forms, images, scrollbars,

and radio buttons that the user employs to fill up the taskOur spider design combines some of the key character-
istics of the above two approaches. input and control parameters. It also displays the search

results using tables and graphics. In our research, two
interfaces were developed, one based on HTML and Com-

3. A Smart Itsy Bitsy Spider: The System
mon Gateway Interface (CGI), and the other based on

Architecture
Java.

CGI/HTML communicates with other programs run-A Web agent system architecture was designed first,
before we proceeded to the actual implementation. The ning on the HTTP server. The Web server can activate a

program with CGI and pass user-specific data. It thensystem architecture consists of five modular components,
each accomplishing a unique task: (1) Task requests and processes the data involved in such a task and sends the

results back to the Web browser. The major shortcomingsearch control parameters are solicited from the user; (2)
a graphical user interface, previously developed in CGI/ of the CGI interface is its lack of dynamic interaction.

The server is completely event driven. It can only respondHTML and currently implemented in Java and on a client-
server, takes user input and generates intermediate results to requests from clients, but cannot initiate request of its

own. In addition, it can only respond to one event at aand final search summary; (3) the Jaccard’s similarity
function computes a link score and a keyword score for time. These limitations lead to its being a relatively static

user interface. This lack of dynamic interaction severelyeach newly explored and indexed homepage; (4) a search
engine supports both best first search and genetic algo- hampered the feasibility of the agent-based spider. For

example, the search time of a spider usually takes fromrithm; and (5) an HTTP protocol-based program to fetch
a remote homepage (Fig. 1) . 5 to 20 minutes. Users are often frustrated when they are

relegated to a passive role during searches, unable to viewThis modular design allows us to experiment with dif-
ferent subcomponents over time and eventually converge intermediate results or change parameters in reaction to

search events. As a result, a truly dynamic and integratedon a more compact and efficient system implementation.
For example, a CGI/HTML-based and a Java-based GUI user interface based on a Java client-server design and

the TCP/IP protocol of the Internet was developed. Thewere independently designed and tested. Different combi-
nations of Jaccard link weights and Jaccard keyword WWW protocol, HTTP, used by CGI programs, is inap-

propriate because it does not support two-way data com-weights were tried. A simulated annealing-based spider
was developed, tested, and then removed, leading to our munication between client and server.

Our client-server architecture was based on UNIXeventual selection of the genetic algorithm-based spider.
(Both the genetic algorithm spider and the simulated an- sockets and created in both C/C// and Java. Java is an

object-oriented language that is portable, platform inde-nealing spider achieved very similar search results. How-
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FIG. 1. A smart itsy bitsy spider: The system architecture.

pendent, and supports dynamic applications embedded in The server starts with the token and periodically passes
it to the client in order to check whether it has any dataHTML documents. The client-server design was chosen

because the majority of the indexing, search engine, and to transmit. Once the token is obtained, the client sends
its data and gives the token back to the server. While thehomepage fetching code on our server had been devel-

oped earlier in C and we needed to achieve efficiency server has the token, it is able to pass data to the client.
This avoids the collision of data transmissions. A set ofduring searches. While the server code was in C, the client

program that takes task requests, control parameters, and code words is prepended to fixed-length data or frame
data of variable length sent between the client and server.displays intermediate and final results was written in Java.

It can be invoked easily through Netscape browser. These predefined terms will enable the programs to prop-
erly parse received data. For instance, if a client is send-UNIX sockets are used to build up the dynamic con-

nection between the client and the server. A socket is a ing the fixed-length mutation rate for a global search, it
will prepend ‘‘MUTATION’’ to the rate before sendingmeans by which two processes communicate using UNIX

file descriptors—integer handles to disk files, pipes, the data. For variable length data, such as keyword
matches, the data will have ‘‘ST_KEYS’’ prepended andFIFOs, etc., but it is not limited to UNIX platforms. For

the spider, the file descriptor created is a unique handle ‘‘END_KEYS’’ appended. The process receiving the data
will then be able to determine that a keyword list is beingto a buffered input–output stream, called a pipe, and

connects the client and server processes even though they received and tell where the data ends.
In order to reduce fetching time during the search pro-are running on different computers. A socket is first bound

to a port (a numbered local communication address) on cess, which had been found to account for over 90% of
the total process time, the server spawns a separate childthe server and then waits for the clients to connect to the

Internet Protocol (IP) address and port number of that process for each homepage that will be fetched. These
children execute in parallel, and each is responsible forserver. Once a connection is made, message passing is

handled transparently by the Transmission Control Proto- fetching one homepage. The server keeps track of the
children and terminates them if results have not beencol (TCP) —one of the fundamental protocols of the In-

ternet. Once a connection request is received from a cli- returned before the maximum allowable time. Sample
Java-based client-server graphical interface will be pre-ent, a file descriptor is created for communication and a

child process is spawned and receives the file descriptor sented in Section 6.
as a parameter. Then, the parent process continues to
listen for new connections. Meanwhile, the child process

3.3. Indexing Score/Fitness: The Jaccard’s Function
performs the search using the file descriptor to communi-
cate with the client. This technique allows searches for In order to determine the ‘‘goodness’’ (or fitness, using

GA terminology) of a given new homepage, a Jaccard’smultiple users to be performed simultaneously, each with
its own unique file descriptor and handled by a different similarity function has been adopted (Rasmussen, 1992).

Each homepage is represented as a weighted vector ofchild process on the server.
After a connection is established between the client keywords, which have been automatically indexed by our

spider, and connecting links. Each new homepage fetchedand server, token passing is employed to synchronize
communication, and code words are used to interpret the by the spider is compared with the anchor/starting home-

pages to determine whether or not it is promising. A newtransmitted data. A token represents permission to send
data and is implemented by sending the word ‘‘TOKEN.’’ homepage which is more similar to the starting home-
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pages is considered more promising and thus will be ex- pages that are similar ( in link and keyword) to the anchor
homepages during the entire heuristics-based search pro-plored first. The Jaccard’s functions adopted are based on

the combined (equal) weights of the Jaccard’s score from cess.
links and the Jaccard’s score from keywords.

• Jaccard’s scores from links. Given two home- 3.4. Search Engine: BFS and GA
pages, A and B , and their respective connected links/

Two search algorithms, best first search and a geneticURLs, X Å (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm) and Y Å (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn) ,
algorithm, were investigated in detail. The best first searchthe Jaccard’s score between A and B based on links is
algorithm was developed to simulate the various client-computed as follows:
based spiders developed in earlier studies and was used
as a benchmark for comparison. The genetic algorithm

Jlink(A , B) Å #(X > Y )
#(X < Y )

(1) was adopted to enhance the global, optimal search capa-
bility of existing Web spiders.

where #(S) indicates the cardinality of set S . Intuitively,
3.4.1. Best First Search. Best first search is a serialif a new homepage contains many links identical to those

state space traversal method (Pearl, 1984). In our imple-connected to the anchor homepages, it is considered more
mentation, the algorithm explores the best (based on Jac-promising and thus should be explored first.
card’s score of new homepage vs. anchor homepages)
homepage at each iteration and terminates when the sys-• Jaccard’s scores from keywords. For a given
tem has identified the desired number of homepages re-homepage, terms are identified based on an automatic
quested by a user. A sketch of the best first search algo-indexing procedure developed in our previous research
rithm adopted in our personal agent is presented below:(Chen et al., 1996). Term frequency ( t f ) and inverse

document frequency ( idf ) , term weighting heuristics also
adopted in such popular searchable databases as Lycos, 1. Input anchor homepages and initialize. Ini-
are then computed, Term frequency, t fij , represents the tialize an iteration counter k to 0. Obtain a desired number
number of occurrences of term j in document (homepage) of homepages from users and a set of input anchor home-
i . Homepage frequency, dfj , represents the number of pages, ( input1 , input2 , . . . , inputm) . These input home-
homepages in a collection of N homepages in which term pages represent the users’ preferred starting points for
j occurs. The combined weight of term j in homepage i , Web search and their interests. Texts of homepages are
dij , is computed as follows: fetched over the network, in real time, via HTTP commu-

nication software; homepages (URLs), connected from
these input homepages, are extracted and saved in the unex-dij Å tfij 1 logS N

dfj

1 wjD (2)
plored homepage queue, H , where H Å (h1, h2 , . . . , hn).

2. Determine the best homepage. Based on thewhere wj represents the number of words in term j , and
Jaccard’s function described earlier, remove the bestN represents the total number of homepages connected
homepage, p , in H , which has the highest Jaccard’s scoreto the starting homepages. In essence, two homepages
(against the anchor homepages) among all the homepagesthat contain many identical keywords will obtain a high
in H , and save it as outputp . This homepage is consideredJaccard’s score.
most similar to the anchor homepages in both keywordsRepresenting each homepage as a weighted vector of
and links, and thus should be explored first.keywords, the Jaccard’s score between homepages A and

B based on keyword is computed as follows:
3. Explore the best homepage. Fetch the best

homepage and insert its connected homepages to the un-
Jkeyword(A , B) Å (L

jÅ1 dAjdB j

(L
jÅ1 d 2

Aj / (L
jÅ1 d 2

Bj 0 (L
jÅ1 dAjdB j

(3) explored homepage queue, H . Increment iteration counter
k by 1.

where L is the total number of terms.
The combined Jaccard’s score between any two home- 4. Iterate until a desired number of homepages

pages, A and B , is an equally-weighted summation of the is obtained. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until k equals to the
above two Jaccard’s scores, i.e., total number of homepages requested by the user.

Thus, the BFS spider explores one promising (local)
J(A , B)Å 0.51 Jlink(A , B)/ 0.51 Jkeyword(A , B) . (4) link at a time, ranks all unexplored links during the pro-

cess, and terminates when a desired number of homepages
was obtained.In summary, our spider always explores new home-
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3.4.2. Genetic Algorithm. Genetic algorithms (GAs) homepages for further exploration. New mutated homep-
ages are saved in the set of Mutation Homepages, M Å(Goldberg, 1989; Koza, 1992; Michalewicz, 1992) are

problem solving systems based on principles of evolution {m1 , m2 , rrr}.
The probabilities of mutation and crossover can varyand heredity. Genetic algorithms perform a stochastic

evolution process toward global optimization through the depending on user needs. Higher crossover probabilities
generally support exploitation of local linkages, whileuse of crossover and mutation operators. The search space

of the problem is represented as a collection of individu- higher mutation probabilities support exploration of the
global landscape. Exploitation and exploration are twoals, which are referred as chromosomes. The quality of a

chromosome is measured by a fitness function (Jaccard’s powerful features of genetic programming (Michalewicz,
1992). Our default settings for crossover and mutationscore in our implementation). After initialization, each

generation produces new children based on the genetic probabilities both are 50%.
crossover and mutation operators. The process terminates
when two consecutive generations do not produce notice- 4. Stochastic selection scheme based on Jac-
able population fitness improvement (i.e., reach a small card’s fitness. Each new crossover and mutation
threshold value or converge). Due to the difficulty of homepage is evaluated based on the same Jaccard’s func-
representing homepages as bit strings and applying con- tion. Based on an ‘‘elicit selection’’ procedure (Micha-
ventional crossover and mutation operators (one of the lewicz, 1992), homepages which obtain higher fitness
classical problems in GA implementation), we have de- values are selected stochastically. A random number gen-
signed our system based on the general idea of GA (i.e., erator controlled by a homepage’s fitness value is used
a global, stochastic search with a evolutionary process) . to select ‘‘fitter’’ homepages for the new generation.
Many domain-specific heuristics were adopted in our GA Homepages that ‘‘survive’’ the (natural) selection proce-
implementation. A sketch of the genetic algorithm dure become the new population for the new generation.
adopted for Web client-based searching is presented
below:

5. Convergence. The above steps are repeated un-
til the improvement in total fitness between two genera-

1. Initialize the search space. The GA spider
tions is less than a small threshold value (empirically

attempts to find other most relevant homepages in the
determined). The final converged set of homepages is

entire Web search space using the user-supplied starting
then presented to users as the output homepages.

homepages. Initially, the system saves all the input
homepages in a set called Current Generation, CG Å
(cg1 , cg2 , . . . , cgm) . 3.5. Homepage Fetching

Several existing URL fetching programs are available2. Crossover. A heuristics-based crossover opera-
tion is then used. New homepages connected to starting on the Web. Among the most popular ones implemented

for Web spiders are Lynx and HtmlGobble. Lynx is a full-homepages in CG set are extracted. Homepages that have
been connected to multiple starting homepages (i.e., mul- featured Web client for users running cursor-addressable,

character display devices such as vt100 terminals. Ittiple parents) are considered Crossover Homepages and
saved in a new set, C Å {c1 , c2 , rrr}. The crossover fetches and displays HTML documents residing on the

local system, as well as files residing on remote serversoperator supports exploitation of promising local linkages
and is similar to the best first search process. running Gopher, HTTP, FTP, WAIS, and NNTP. Simi-

larly, HtmlGobble fetches and displays HTML pages
from remote Web sites. Both programs are big and feature3. Mutation. In order to avoid trapping in the local

minimum that might result from adopting a simple cross- many other Web page display and management function-
alities.over operator, we have added a heuristics-based mutation

procedure to add diversity to the homepage population. In order to make our spider more portable and light-
weight ( i.e., ‘‘itsy bitsy’’) , a simple and generic home-A Yahoo spider created in our previous research is used

to traverse the Yahoo’s 14 high-level subject categories page fetching program was developed in C to replace
Lynx and HtmlGobble that had been implemented in our(e.g., science, business, entertainment, etc.) and collect

several thousand ‘‘mutation seed’’ homepages in each earlier prototypes. The new program (called ‘‘fetch’’)
takes a URL and an output filename as inputs and returnscategory. These homepages are indexed using the Web

indexing freeware, SWISH (Simple Web Indexing Sys- a complete HTML file. It first creates a socket and then
establishes a connection to a server where the URL re-tem for Humans). When the GA search algorithm re-

quests a mutated homepage, the system retrieves the top- sides via a port (usually port 80). Requests are then sent
to the HTTP server according to the HTTP protocol (RFCranked homepage from homepages in the user-specified

category based on the keywords presented in the anchor 1945). Once the requests are granted, HTML files are
received. Using this generic fetching program, we werehomepages. This process is similar to performing a search

on the Yahoo database in order to suggest new, promising able to significantly speed up the fetching time of our
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FIG. 2. Statistics of the average Jaccard’s scores obtained from 40 test cases by best first search and genetic algorithm.

spider. As a result, the spider code is now more compact the homepages obtained from the genetic algorithm were
the result of the mutation operation (crossover and muta-and portable.
tion probabilities were set to 50% and 50%, respectively) .
We found that these homepages, although promising, had

4. Benchmarking Experiment and User
never been linked to the starting homepages, and thus

Evaluation
could not have been obtained by any local search spiders
( including our best first search spider) . This suggests theA benchmarking experiment was conducted recently,

followed by a user evaluation experiment. potential usefulness of the genetic algorithm spider to
supplement the local best first search spider, i.e., by per-
mitting combination of the results in both sets.

4.1. Benchmarking Experiment
During our experimentation, we also found that the

genetic algorithm performed very similarly to best firstIn an attempt to examine the quality of results obtained
by best first search and genetic algorithm, we performed search when the mutation probabilities were set low (say

5%) and crossover probabilities were high (say 95%).a set of benchmarking experiments which compared the
performances and efficiency of the best first search and With limited mutation operations, the crossover operation

in genetic algorithm accomplished a local exploitationgenetic algorithm-based personal spiders. Using a test set
of 40 search scenarios, each composed of one to three process similar to that of a local best first search. The

mutation process appears to have been instrumental inhomepages in different subject areas, we examined the
final Jaccard’s scores of the BFS/GA-suggested (top 10) allowing our personal spider to get out of the local search

minimum.homepages and their corresponding CPU times and wall
clock times. Search scenarios were selected by the experi-
menters by grouping one to three homepages in a similar • Sparse link constraint. In addition, we also no-

ticed that starting homepages played an important role insubject area, e.g., the UA/MIS AI group homepage (http/
/ai.bpa.arizona.edu) and the Illinois Digital Library Proj- determining system output. If starting homepages con-

tained very few and sparsely connected links, the bestect homepage (http: / /dli.grainger.uiuc.edu/) , both in dig-
ital library research. Higher Jaccard’s scores of system- first search spider tended to get trapped quickly in the

Web search space because of lack of traversal paths. Thesuggested homepages would suggest a closer match to
a user’s stated query interests ( i.e., the anchor/starting genetic algorithm, however, was not restricted by such a

sparse link constraint because of its mutation operator.homepages) .
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show statistical analyses of the final On the other hand, for starting homepages that contained

rich and dense connections, best first search often resultedfitness score, CPU time, and wall clock time of testing
40 cases. in a fruitful final search set. The genetic algorithm added

only limited diversity in such a scenario.
• Complementary searches through exploita-

tion and exploration. The results show that the output • Exploration and communication are time con-
suming. The genetic algorithm-based spider was sig-homepages obtained by genetic algorithm had a slightly

higher fitness score than those obtained by best first nificantly more time consuming than the best first search
spider, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The average CPUsearch, but the difference was not significant. The aver-

ages of 40 Jaccard’s scores for the genetic algorithm and times for best first search and genetic algorithm were 3
minutes and 11 seconds, and 1 minute and 51 seconds,the best first search were 0.08705 and 0.08519, respec-

tively. Although the Jaccard’s scores showed no signifi- respectively. However, due to the communication bottle-
neck, the average wall clock time for best first search andcant difference between the performances of genetic algo-

rithm and best first search, we noticed that about 50% of genetic algorithm were 45 minutes and 41 seconds, and
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FIG. 3. Statistics of the CPU time for 40 test cases by best first search and genetic algorithm.

23 minutes and 45 seconds, respectively. The SWISH make up an evaluation pool for each task. Eight college-
student subjects were recruited to evaluate each of the 32keyword search procedure implemented in the genetic

algorithm spider caused a significant CPU time require- cases. For each case, we provided two form-based
browsers to the users, one for the input homepages andment. The elite selection procedure and multiple genera-

tions also consumed significant CPU cycles. one for the output homepages. Using these forms, users
were able to quickly evaluate the relevance of the re-However, the communication bandwidth (i.e., the ac-

tual time to fetch a remote homepage) seemed to be the sulting homepages.
most significant bottleneck of the entire process for both
spiders. This deficiency can only be resolved when the • Genetic algorithm achieved better recall than

best first search, but precision levels were similar.current Web backbones are upgraded.
The subject-selected homepages from each evaluation
pool were used as the target set of relevant homepages.

4.2. User Evaluation
Using standard information retrieval system evaluation
measures including recall and precision (Salton, 1989),In an attempt to further examine the performance of

the spiders based on actual user evaluation, we performed we were able to determine the performance of the two
search methods based on users’ evaluation. The recall anda follow-up experiment that involved 256 evaluation

tasks. In the user evaluation experiment, input (anchor) precision results are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respec-
tively. Overall, genetic algorithm significantly (at 5% sig-homepages and the resulting output homepages of the

searches conducted by genetic algorithm and best first nificance level) out-performed best first search in recall,
but their precision levels were comparable. Genetic algo-search in the benchmarking experiment were provided to

human subjects for relevance evaluation. The subjects rithm achieved a 61.84% recall level and a 67.71% recall
level; whereas best first search achieved a 55.66% recallwere asked to decide whether each of the output home-

pages was relevant to any of the input homepages. Only level and a 65.30% recall level.
32 of the 40 test cases in our initial experiment were used
because Web was evolving quickly and eight test cases • Complementary searches through exploita-

tion and exploration. Similar to the conclusionsbecame out of date during the follow-up evaluation exper-
iment. In addition, five random homepages were added drawn from the benchmarking experiment, we also found

the best first search and genetic algorithm search resultsto the genetic algorithm and best first search results to

FIG. 4. Statistics of the wall clock time for 40 test cases by best first search and genetic algorithm.
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FIG. 5. Recall statistics for 256 cases of user evaluation.

to be complementary. As shown in Figure 5, the recall These dynamic, interactive features of Java are crucial to
design of integrated, customized, and intelligent agents.level for the combined results from best first search and

genetic algorithm (after removing duplicates) was at The Java prototype interface is summarized below. Read-
ers are encouraged to connect to the the University of91.63%, almost double that of the individual search re-

sults. Similar observations could be made about the char- Arizona Artificial Intelligence Group homepage (http: / /
ai.bpa.arizona.edu/) for actual demonstrations.acteristics of the two search methods. Best first search

spider was able to perform excellent local exploitation, The Java request and control parameter interface is
shown in Figure 7. When the genetic algorithm spider iswhile genetic algorithm’s mutation operation significantly

improved the spider’s ability to perform global explora- selected, the system displays a dialog block similar to that
designed for the CGI/HTML genetic algorithm spidertion.
interface. In addition, users can set their preferred cross-
over and mutation probabilities. A timeout mechanism

5. A Dynamic, Agent-Based Interface
was also introduced to avoid time-consuming, unfruitful
connections.Currently, we have developed two interfaces for our

spiders. One is based on CGI/HTML and the other is Figure 8 shows the window which displays the inter-
mediate and final search results dynamically and graphi-based on Java. The CGI/HTML implementation enables

image maps and fill-out forms to interact with the HTTP cally. The same control panel is displayed at the top of
the window. All input parameters can be changed duringserver. However, it is static and does not support dynamic

display and interaction during the search process. an ongoing search process, producing different search re-
sults. For example, a user may wish to set a high initialOn the other hand, Java is an object-oriented, platform-

independent, multi-threaded, dynamic, graphical, general- crossover rate to fully explore the local linkages first.
When the local search results appear converged, the userpurpose programming environment for the Internet, Intra-

net, and other complex, distributed networks. The Java can gradually increase the mutation rate to encourage the
spider to explore a larger information space. Such real-interface allows us to display lively intermediate spider

search results and accept changes of input parameters time analysis and dynamic relevance feedback are crucial
to a timely and comprehensive search process. A user can(e.g., crossover and mutation probabilities) dynamically.

FIG. 6. Precision statistics for 256 cases of user evaluation.
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FIG. 7. The control panel for initiating a Java-based genetic algorithm spider.

also initially request a small number of URLs to explore marizes the Jaccard’s link score, keyword score, and fetch
time score for each homepage (in three different coloredan area of interest and then gradually increase the number

of requested URLs at the end of a search process when bars) . A spider-chasing-fly animation is displayed dy-
namically when the spider is out chasing a new homepagehe/she feels more comfortable about the initial results.

Similarly, increasing the timeout limit also allows our (fly). At the end of a search session (after genetic algo-
rithm converged), the spider falls asleep, as shown by aspider to work harder, i.e., fetching URLs that are more

remote or busy. Such agent-based searches (i.e., inte- sleeping spider animation.
Since we deployed our Java-based spider on our servergrated, expressive, cooperative, goal-oriented, and custo-

mized) were difficult to implement in our earlier CGI/ in Summer 1996, the response from our initial test sub-
jects has been overwhelming. Users found the Java-basedHTML-based spider interface.

As shown in Figure 8, the fetched URLs are displayed interface to be more interactive, lively, and friendly than
our earlier CGI/HTML interface. They have reported ourduring each generation (instead of the the final results at

the last generation) and can be clicked on for real-time spiders to be a dynamic, intelligent personal agent, instead
of a static, non-customized Web database search engine.evaluation and analysis. The system also graphically sum-
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FIG. 8. The display window shows the result of the search process dynamically. Animation is displayed at the upper right-hand corner. Control
panel which allows user to change parameters during the process is located at the upper portion. Search results are summarized at the center of the
window.

ble. In addition, we found our Web agent system architec-6. Conclusion and Discussion
ture to be modular and flexible and it supported our exten-

The results from our current experimentation of Web sive experimentations and gradual improvement toward
personal spiders are encouraging. In a benchmarking ex- the goal of creating a ‘‘smart itsy bitsy spider.’’ The
periment, although the genetic algorithm spider did not recent Java-based interface we developed also proved to
outperform the best first search spider in final Jaccard’s be invaluable for creating a truly ‘‘intelligent’’ agent-
score, we found both results to be comparable and com- based system.
plementary. The mutation process introduced in genetic In our ongoing effort in the Illinois Digital Library
algorithm allows users to find other potential relevant Initiative project, we are in the process of exploring other
homepages that cannot be explored via a conventional general-purpose search and classification algorithms for
local search process. A user evaluation experiment also Web resource categorization and search. Several neural
showed that genetic algorithm outperformed best first network-based algorithms have been explored, including
search in recall, although their results were complemen- the Hopfield network and the Kohonen self-organizing

map. Both are under development in Java.tary. In precision, the two search methods were compara-
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